1st Southeast Meeting on Soft Materials
Friday, May 9, 2008

Georgia Institute of Technology – Emory University

This workshop will bring together researchers with an interest in soft materials and biophysics to discuss their work and explore partnerships.
All participants may present a sound bite (a few minutes talk).
The day will include breakfast, lunch, and coffee. Registration is free, but required.

Invited Speakers:

David Weitz (Physics, Harvard University)
Daniel Goldman (Physics, Georgia Tech)
Andrew Lyon (Chemistry, Georgia Tech)
James Kindt (Chemistry, Emory University)

Location: Georgia Tech, M-Building; 3rd Floor, 10:00 am to 5.30 pm
(Molecular Science and Engineering Building)
Registration: Send email to samantha.king@physics.gatech.edu
Organizers: Elisa Riedo (Physics, Georgia Tech) and Eric Weeks (Physics, Emory)
Website: http://www.softmaterials.gatech.edu

Please register and submit your sound bite title by April 25, 2008